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About This Game

its a 16 bit game
every week a new level

Gun Man is a fun platform and arcade shooter where you need to complete the levels as fast as possible without dying. There are
dozens of levels in the game, each one carefully created to provide you with platforming challenges as well as numerous

shooting tests.

Lots of enemies

What makes Gun Man unique is the fact that you can enter various levels and each one of them will have one or more enemies.
These are very fast so if you’re not careful they will shoot or stab on the spot. That’s why Gun Man is all about offering you

ways to protect yourself, but you do need to be quick when it comes to reacting to this. Otherwise you will have challenges and
you have to avoid that as much as possible.
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Level puzzles

Sometimes you will have keys in the levels and these will help you open up the ending of that level. Which is quite nice, because
you are always in control and you can have quite a lot of fun in no time. The experience shines for Gun Man just because you

have to pass through multiple challenges and avoid traps in order to win.
Traps are cleverly added all over the game world. And many times in order to reach a key you will have to do everything you
can in order to win. It’s certainly rewarding and among some of the best and most interesting experiences that you can see out

there.

Test your skill

At its core Gun Man is a game of skill and it continues to challenge you all the time. It’s designed to be a lot of fun and very
intense, but you always have a fair shot at completing every level. Sure, some levels are very complex and challenging, however
you can complete any level in the game. If a level seems hard, you need to improve your platforming skills and you will be more

than fine. Gun Man is one of those games where the more you play it, the better you will get at it. And the skills you improve
here will be great and suitable for other platformers as well.

If you love platform games with exciting and cool gaming ideas and options, all you need is to give Gun Man a shot. This is a
passion project from a developer that loves platforms and wants to bring you the most interesting, dynamic 2D platforming

experience which is also very fun. Check it out today!
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Title: gun man
Genre: Action
Developer:
kessels game studio
Publisher:
kessels game studio
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows vista

Processor: i5

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: at least 1gb videocard

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 1gz

English
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7.8\/10 too much water. A clock repairman is called to a deserted island manor to ... repair the clock, why else do you call a
clock repairman anywhere? It is not a normal clock, but he is not a normal clock repairman...

This is a solid little puzzle adventure (with platforming sequences) that can be solved in about an hour. Great pixel art, but an
over-reliance on having you cover every room of the (blessedly small) map every now and then to find which hotspots have
become freshly available since the last time you solved something.

I can't fault it, not at that playtime and that price. I had a good time here.. There are many games that are only a 'good idea', and
have very little atual gameplay.

This game is completely different.

The genetic algorithm creates a game that is specifically hard for you, and no matter how much you try to game the system, it
will eventially beat you. But that doesn't stop the game being fun, firing guided missiles and lasers at space-invader like enemies.
I'm sure I will get many hours of fun out of it.

If you are thinking of buying, just go for it. It costs \u00a34.. It's not too bad, But I got a refund, The motion you need to make
is not at all like you would shoot a real basketball. The basketball is perched at the end of the Vive wand when it makes more
sense for it to be where your hand actually is in the virtual space.

So to me, who plays a lot of rec bball it just feels wildly off in the actual shot mechanics.

As for the backboard, that reacts nicely and allows bank shots at the same angle as real life. The hoop however acts like some
sort of crazy pinball bumper, making anything other than a perfect swish bounce 10 feet away.

The main reason i got the refund is that I'm worried it would wreck my IRL shooting mechanics, where I am about a 65-70%
free throw shooter.

If you are looking at it as goofy fun it's not too bad.. The meme of all memes. After playing the tutorial and one game of death
match I found the controls to be too awkward. Not an enjoyable VR experience and still have a headache after playing.. After
playing the game for a really long time I realized I hate the game. I love the horror but the game needs to be easier. Theres a lot
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of shadows that take half of your health and you die really easily. Save areas are very hard to find in some areas so if you don't
have 52 health or more, you are F%$#ed. Need to idle/afk and heal up to 100 every time you get attacked. Save frequently so
you avoid starting over, this means you have to go around 3 miles to find a save point in some areas.

I got this far, saved 1 soul out of 3, didn't get to find the fiance, found some guy robbing a car and died. No save points were
found at all near the area. Respawned ALL THE WAY BACK TO THE BEACH and had to walk/run about 3 miles or more to
try again. It felt like a serious waste of time. This game requires WAY TOO MUCH PATIENCE AND TIME. I'm sorry to put
it as not recommended.

If I really want to beat this game, it would take about a month to several months to beat it.. Laggy as all hell.
I barely even made it through the tutorial.. I can totally roll these 2 cigarettes before the Guard walks over here
ok
roll roll
lick
ok
roll roll
OH♥♥♥♥♥♥EVERYTHING INTO THE DRESSER!
Oh yes good night to be standing in my Cell not doing anything just thinking about
pure Christian thoughts and what I did to be put in here.

Ok time to finish my cigarettes.
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Good challenging top-down shooter. :). great software, i love being able to look up close at the 3d models Oats created for their
short films. I just loved this Top-down shooter of Halo.
WE NEED MORE HALO GAMES
Bring back Halo's 1, 2, and 3. :/ SERIOUSLY! THE HYPE WOULD BE SO GREAT!

This game is 100% fun and everything. Soundtrack is great too.
The only thing that I would put as a negative response to this game would be..
That this game seriously needs a multiplayer patch.
This game would be so much more better if it was multiplayer. PLEASE!?. Lots of balls for you to play with, just like you
always wanted!. It's a neat game for 3$. As a person who put in nearly 1000 hours into mount and blade I had fun with this
game. Once you got going and hiring lords to back you up it got pretty crazy. Based on my Hours of Record when writing this I
beat the game is roughly 7 hours with the last hours being a sort of slong due to some issues.

cons:
1: Not many things to put your money into late game.
2: You have to issue orders to each of your knights which in the late game you can easily have 15-20+ which ordering them
through takes more time then it needs to. I personally see two ideas to fix this. Let there be a muti select so you can quickly rush
through and pick the knights you want before choosing where you want them to attack or hang around. Another change is to let
you tell your knights to "Roam" Where they will move to lands that near by and being attacked. If they are not being attacked
they will move in to attack and raid lands. This would cut down on micro in the mid to late game.
3:As of writing this, there is no mouse support when in combat you may not really need it. The Menus and map really needs it.
4:There is only one mode that I can tell. So if you want the game to be easier or harder you can't tell it such things.
5:Real issues of slow down in the late game as the AI of every knight and roamer moves around the map when in combat. When
you have a few 200s of men on both sides and with the map AI running in the back ground and even joining in mid combat
when being awesome. Slows down the game and lead to frame rate issues.
6:There is no real punishment for the most part of missing a hit and getting it blocked. I feel there should be a gold and xp bonus
based on hits made/hits blocked to make smaller battles more useful to the player.
7: There is no auto battle for cleaning up small roaming squads.
8: You can't get personal bodyguards aka weaker knights to help you out on harder fights.

pros:
1: It has what I personally like about Mount and blade warband and what I like about one finger death punch.
2: The early game is vary strong and seems to work well for what the game seems to aim for.

I can't come up with many pros since it's a fast and weirdly addictive game with most fights not lasting to vary long and when
you die you don't out right lose the battle. You get to revive after words but I feel the revive times are a little short some times
due to Ai heros being able to stall out a match when it is just one hero reviving right after another right before the one before
them dies. When you lose your men, match over. There is no fight to the death and this should be for both sides really.

Keeping everything in mind with the annoyinces I rather like it, I just hope they clean up the late game a bit.. Good game, fun to
play with friends. Wish the other rooms were a little cheaper, or in a bundle at the very least. Other than that, great game and I
recommend it.. It is no Hollow Knight but it is a decent Metroidvania-light game.
-Could use more polishing in the Boss battles.
- Instakills are probably a bad idea.
- The Map could be more imfomative.
- Simplistic battle

+ Alot to explore
+ Short and simple
+ Low cost game.

75/100. Do I recommend the game? No, I don't. But it isn't a bad game, it's just not something I'd recommend.

Pro:
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- art style
- ambiance and setting
- fish and robots

Cons:
- combat mechanics (for me, others might love it)
- backtracking
- level design
- repetitiveness

For the full review, watch the vid!

https://youtu.be/wQ5K6xoYxFU. I enjoyed playing this game, definite throughback to the older Dragon Warrior/Quest games.
As of now though, it has a very small community, limmiting the multiplayer itch. The game itself seems unfinished, and last
time I checked all main servers were down. If/when Silk(games) recovers from health issues and is able to update as planned,
things may change.

devblog 1:
add ladders screen shakes doors and locks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvQRsSQs6ko. update 1.0:
we add more than 10 levels in this update
fix all the bugs
we add 2 boses
we add Edgy
we add every week new levels. update 1.1:
we give the menu a makeover
we add gamepad support
we add 1 level this update
we removed the arrows at level 5
we give the end boss more heal

stay tuned for more next week

thanks for the follow streams and youtubers wo gave my great feedback

edgywizard
DanVanDam
Ready Set Indie Games
Zaxtor99

thanks
. new build for bug fix saw:
we add a new build for the saw

in about 3 days we have a new build for the makeover on all the levels 

. indiegogo:
we are on indiegogo if you want to help us check it in the link

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/gun-man/x/20622420#/. devblog 2:
add start menu
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add zombies
fix music bug. release april 2019:
release april 2019
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